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ABSTRACT 
We consider functions f given as exponential sums: f(t) = xk ck exp [&t] (&=O, I-k = - & 
and&: = X+ pi _ L for k = 1,2, . ) . With quadratic spacing of the exponents (pk = dk) it is classical 
that an arbitrarily small “window” (-S,6) for observation off suffices to obtain the coefficients 
c = (ck); the coefficient map C:frc is continuous from L’( - S, 6) to 1’ for any 6> 0. We consider 
the asymptotic behavior of llC/l as &-+O, obtaining a (sharp) estimate: log l/Cl =0(1/a). The 
estimate obtained is uniform over classes of exponent sequences where & + 1 -& 2 d > 0 and & d 
are bounded away from 0. An application is given to boundary observation/control of a vibrating 
plate. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider functions f given, say R, by a suitably convergent (nonharmonic) 
Fourier series 
(1.1) 1 f(t) = a0 + 5 [ak cos A,t + bk sin A&] 1 = if ck exp [i&f] -cc 
’ This research has been partially supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Research 
under grant # AFOSR-82-0271. 
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for a specified exponent sequence /i: = (A,). (For our present purposes we 
always consider LI with 
(1.2) &)=o, A-/(= -&, 
consistent with (1.1) and will set ,& : = (&+ , -A,+) 1’2 for k = 0, 1, . . . .) Given 
/1 and a “window” WC R for observation off, one can hope to obtain the 
expansion coefficients (ck), defining a coefficient map 
(1.3) c=c,:fj@-+(ck)= :c. 
Topologizing f in L2( IV) - i.e., considering the closure d = J&/l) of span 
(exp [iAt] :1 ELI} in L2(W) - one can ask whether Cw is not only defined but 
also continuous from 1 to 12. When W is an interval, a classical condition, 
cf. [2], relates the length of W to the spacing of A as a condition for continuity 
of cw. In particular, if II is, e.g., spaced quadratically (jlk-k2), then one 
knows that Cw is continuous for arbitrarily short intervals W. We raise the 
question of more quantitative analysis: 
How does 11 Cw)I depend on W (and on /I)? 
We make the obvious observations that: 
(i) translating W along IR does not change IIC,ll, 
(ii) shrinking W can only increase 11 CwII ( w’ c W implies II Cwll 2 IIC,/l), 
(iii) introducing extra exponents into A can only increase /I Cw iI= I/C,, /I, 
(iv) some relation between the dependences on W, /i is given by scaling: scaling 
W by (t ++ t/d) is essentially equivalent to scaling /i by (J. -A/d). 
At this point we introduce two conjectures: 
CONJECTURE 1. For fixed II and fixed meas( W), one minimizes /I CwII by 
taking W to be an interval. 
CONJECTURE 2. If /1, /l/are related by (&+t -nk<&+i-& for k=O, 1, . ..). 
then 11%~ II 2 II CWNII -
For the present we only consider W to be an interval (-S, 6) and will only 
consider /1 with quadratic spacing, e.g., of the special form 
(1.4) &=X+d2(k- 1)2 
or, somewhat more generally, &=X+&-t with &=dk, cf., (3.2). The 
original motivation for this analysis was the investigation of boundary obser- 
vation/control of a vibrating rectangular plate or cylinder for which it was 
necessary, for & as in (1.4), to obtain an estimate uniform in 1 (as 1 ranged 
over the eigenvalues of -d on the base) for llCl/. The asymptotic estimate as 
6-O+ then shows the increase in sensitivity as the observation/control time is 
reduced. While more detailed expositions of this application appear elsewhere 
[5], [IO], we sketch the argument briefly in Section 5. We do note at this point 
that the control theory of distributed parameter systems has been a strong 
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motivating force in providing interesting problems of nonharmonic analysis: 
note, e.g., Ul, [41, El, PI, PI. 
The principal result is that as a-+0+ one has an estimate 
for any fi>p* ~4.17 (with C depending on p - and on x if x-0). 
It is not known whether the computed constant p* is minimal but we are 
indebted to J. Korevaar [3] for an example providing a lower bound for j/C /I 
which shows that the form of (1.5) is sharp under the conditions of Theorem 
2, i.e., (3.1), (3.2). 
EXAMPLE. (Korevaar). For Re cw>O one can apply the Poisson summation 
formula [C, $(k) = 1, $(27rm)] to the function 
@(x) = qb(x; a) : = exp [izx - ax2], 
f&u) = f&u; a) : = j @(x)e-‘uXdx 
= m exp [ - (u - lr)‘/4a]. 
Taking a: = 6 - it for It I 5 6, consider f =fs given by 
i 
f(t): = ; @(k;6-it) 
(1.6) 
= C (-l)kexp [-k20] 
k 
zz 1 + i [2( - l)ke-“k2]e+ik2t. 
1 
This is clearly of the form (1.1) with Ak = k2 (x= 0, a’= 1 in (1.4)) with coeffi- 
cients ck = 0 for k<O, and 
co= 1, ck=2(-l)ke-“2 for k= 1,2, . . . . 
Thus, for the 12-norm of c = (ck) we have 
(1.7) ll~l/~=1+4 t exp [-26k2]>1 (actually -8-1’2). 
By the Poisson summation formula, noting the uniform convergence on 
[-461, one has 
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I 
= c 
n odd [ 
(1.8) 
id fi ew [ - !$$ Re ht] dt] 1’2 
5 n5d.[285exp [-qf.-$] /dt]ln 
I 
=2fi[e-nw+ e-9n2/4a+e-25n2/46 ...I 
5 c&‘4*. 
Thus, choosing f =fs as in (1.6), we see that 
(1.9) II C~jll 2 Il44lfll > C’ exp W4~1 
which shows that the form of the estimate (1.5) is sharp - except for the gap 
in constants between l/4 and fi*. q 
2. KEY ESTIMATE 
Before proceeding with the harmonic analysis problem itself, we obtain an 
estimate for a mollifying factor P= PJ of a form used in [2], [7], etc.: 
(2.1) P,(z): = jFJ @(z/j2) (b(w): =y * L * 1 
First note some facts about @, mostly obtained from the Taylor series ex- 
pansion 
G(w) : = 2 ( - l)Vk/(2k + l)! 
0 
On @ we have 
(2.2) 
{ 
(i) I$ is an even, entire analytic fun-tion 
(ii) I@(w)l5e!“l, l@(w)- l15e~W~- 1, 
while on R we have 
(2.3) 
(9 cW) real, N9 = 1, 
(ii) O<@(t)<exp [-t2/6] for Itl~l, 
(iii) j@(t)1 5 l/It1 for jt(21. 
[To see (2.3ii) one simply compares the Taylor series, noting that the series give 
G(t) I 1 - t2/6 + t4/120, 
exp [-t2/6]>1-t2/6+(1-t2/lS)t4/72 
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which gives (2.3ii) for / t j I 6/c.] We also recall Stirling’s approximation: 
(2.4) (K!)2=K2K+re-2K[27c+0(1/K)] 
and observe that this gives 
c @-!I 2s-K=oe- 2q27c + O( l/o)] (2.5) for Kra<K+ 1 and s=a2. 
Finally we introduce y*, r* defined by solving 
(2.6) r,(Y): = f (; Y)(/l=2 log (,,,:,-,)= :r2(Y) 
for the unique positive root y* E (0,37/l@ and letting I’* be the common value. 
Thus, one has 
r (i) y*,~-@~/181I’r(y*)=T* for all ,QEIR, 
(2’7) \ (ii) ( 37,1~-y,)2=efz(Y*)=ef*. 
Numerical calculation yields the values 
y* = .161796951, 
cw 
I-* = .109167295. 
(Note that we really wish to minimize /3(y): =max (I-,, r,}/y2 over y. Only y 
in (0, 37/l@ will be relevant and one can see that, on this interval, r,/y2 is 
strictly decreasing from + 03 while r2/y2 increases from - co to m. Thus the 
minimum /3* is attained at y* where r, =r, = r*. This gives p* : =r,/y$ = 
=4.17015195.) 
THEOREM 1. For J= 1,2, . . . , let P = PJ be defined on G by (2.1); it is a well- 
defined, even, entire analytic function, One has 
(i) 1 P&)1 5 eizi” (ZEC) 
(2.9) 
(ii) 1 PJ(@ 5 CJersJ exp [-Y*/s~“~I @EN 
where y*, r* are given by (2.6), (2.8) and C,= 1.14788+0(1/J). (Note: 
C,: =exp [1/12+r,/2]=1.14788025.) 
PROOF. Using (2.2ii) we see that the infinite product in (2.1) converges uni- 
formly on bounded sets so P is well-defined and, by (2.2i), is even and entire. 
Further, (2.2ii) gives 
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and the fact (obtainable by an integral comparison) that 
c { l/j?j>J} < l/(J+ l/2)< l/J 
then gives (2.9i). 
Since P is even we need only verify (2.9ii) for s>O. Thus, we set 
s=02 and K= LoA (so Kla<K+ 1) 
and then consider separately the two cases: KrJ and KrJ+ 1. 
For the first case we have o< K + 1 I J+ 1 so s/j’< 1 gives 
(2.10) IP&)l<exp [ -+ ( ,JIJ W4)s2]. 
Then an integral comparison gives 
C 1/j4- l/3(5+ l/2)3 
j>J 
2 1/3J3 - 1/2J4. 
Setting Q : = o/J, the above and (2.7i) give 
IPJ(s)\ev*a5exp [~~/12+(y,~-~~/lfQJ] 
rexp [~~/12+T*Jl. 
Since Q: =a/J< 1 + l/J, we see that this gives (2.9ii) for KIJ (i.e., for 
Isl<(J+ 1)2) with C,=e1’12+O(1/J). 
For the second case (large /sI so K>J) we observe that we then have 
p(s) =PJ(s) = l j, @W2Wds) 
with, now, t: =s/j2z 1 for each term in the product so (2.3iii) applies. Note, 
also, that (2.10) always holds with J replaced by K so, setting Q: = o/K= 
= 1+0(1/a) now, 
IP&)lI exp [Q4/12 - (@3/18)o] = c,e -O/l8 
with c,,=e1’12+ 0(1/o). Thus, from (2.3iii) and (2.5) we see that 
=(J!)- 202J+1e-(37/18)u[2ne’/‘2+~(l/o)]. 
From Stirling’s approximation (2.4), we have 
[(2J+ 1)/2e]“+’ = (1 + 1/2J)2J+1J2J+1e-(2J+1) = 1. + o 
(J!)2 [27c + O(1/J)]J2Jf1e-2J 27~ 
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while from elementary calculus [xe -X~ l/e] and (2.7ii) we know that 
a2J+ 1, -(37/18-y& < 
- pg-7 ‘“‘I[ 37,1;-yJ2J+1 
2J+ l = [ 1 2J+ ‘,r,(J+ 112) 2e 
Combining these gives (2.9ii) for 1,s I(J+ 1)2 with, now, 
CJ=exp [1/12+r*/2] + 0(1/J). 0 
3. THE PRINCIPAL RESULT 
While the motivating application involved only the special exponent sequence 
(1.4), the exposition will be so formulated as to permit a bit of generalization 
through the arguments of the next section. Thus, we consider exponent 
sequences (A,} of the form 
(3.1) 
i 
&=O, Lk= -&, and 
Ak=X+pi-, for k= 1,2, . . . (X>O) 
subject to a condition ensuring quadratic spacing: 
(3.2) pu,=O,pk-pk-l>d>O. 
A further assumption, for the moment independent of (3.1), (3.2), is: 
For each k E Z there is an entire analytic function vyk such that 
(3.3) 
(i) v&j) = aj,k (Kronecker delta), 
(ii) jwk(z)l %,ke ‘IZ1 for any a>0 and ZEC, 
(iii) /vk(/Zk+t)l&4 exp [alt1”2] for tER. 
Note that for {A,> quadratically spacded it is fairly standard in all respects 
except the uniformity in k of A, a to have (3.3). We will return later to the 
verification of (3.3) as a consequence of (3.1), (3.2), showing that A, a need 
depend only on X, d. 
THEOREM 2. Assume (3.1), (3.2), (3.3). Then, for any 6>0, the coefficient 
map 
(3.4) C=c(-a,d):f: = F ck exp [iAkt]-c: =(ck) 
is continuous from the L2( --&a) topology on M: =span {exp [LIkt]} to 12. 
For any p>p* : =r,/y$=4.170152, one has 
(3.5) I/ C/I 5 cPA exp [pa’/81 
for 6>0. (The coefficient c8 is O([p-p,J-3’2) as /3-+/3* + .) 
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PROOF. Choose any 19> 1 (e2: =p//?*) and set E: = (0- l)a/@; given 6>0, 
let J1(13a/y,)~/6 (smallest integer). Here, a is as in (3.3iii) and y* as in (2.8) 
so 
(3.6) r*J<r* +/%x2/6. 
Now set 
c R(Z): =PJ [edy,i22), (3.7) G,J.z) : = ~~(z)R(z - A,). 
We observe that, by Theorem 1 and the choice of J, R is an even entire function 
with 
(3.8) 
i 
(i) R(0) = 1, 
(ii) IR(z)l 5 eslzl for ZE C, 
(iii) jR(t)l exp [c~ltl”~] SC * exp [ -E12t l1’2] exp [/302/S] 
where C* smaxJ{CJ} exp [f,] and we have used (3.6) with (2.9ii); note that 
for small 6 (large J) we can take C, =exp [3r,/2+ l/12] = 1.28028701. We 
then have 
! (i) Gk<Aj) = Sj k (Kronecker delta) (3.9) (3 I Wz)l~ c;, k exp [(s+e)lzIl (any E>O, ZEQ=), (iii) IG/&+ t)lSB exp [ -~12t l1’2] with B: =(C, exp [/?a2/a])A 
by (3.3), (3.8). 
We now show that 
(3.10) l(Gj,Gk)l~M~ eXp [-El~j-~k11'2] 
where the inner product is in L2(iR) and with 
(3.11) M2: =(2C2, $ e-fi&/E2) exp [2/Ia2/f5]A2. 
TO See this, aSSUIlle jS k (Ajl&) and Set s: = (lZj -!- &)/2 and r : = (& - Aj)/2 
SO Ak=S+t, Aj=S-Z. Then 
I(Gj,Gk)l=l 7 Gj(S+S)Gk(S+S)dSI 
-m 
s2B2( i exp [ -~fi(t+s)l’~] exp [ -@(t-s)‘“]ds 
0 
+ 7 exp [ - Efi(s + T)“~] exp [ - .$2(s - r)‘“]ds) 
r 
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12B2 exp [-~fir”~]( d exp [-~]lZ(t--s)“~]& 
+ 7 exp [ - E$&-- r)‘“]ds) 
T 
rM2 exp [-E$Z]=M2 exp [-ElAj-Ak/“2]. 
In particular, this gives GkeL2(lR) with I)Gklj CM. 
Since Gk is of exponential type, satisfying (3.9ii), and is in L2(lR), it follows 
by the Paley-Wiener Theorem that Gk is the Fourier transform of an L2 
function with support in [ - S, 61. We set 
(3.12) gk(s): = & -y eeiSOGk(cr)do 
m 
and note that the unitarity of the Fourier transform gives 
c 
(i) g,(s)=0 for /s1>6, 
(3.13) (ii) (gj,gk) = & (Gj, Gk), 
(iii) Gk(o) = 7 e’uSgk(s)ds= j e’oSgk(s)ds. 
-m -6 
Now, for f in 
4: = {finite linear combinations of exp [&t]} c L2( - S, 6) 
we have from (3.13iii) and (3.9i) that 
(3.14) 
so ( .,gk) is just the “k-th” coefficient functional on .k& 
We defer, for the moment, the demonstration that (3.10), (3.13) imply boun- 
dedness of the map: 12-+L2( - 8,6) defined by: (Q) - C, akgk with an estimate 
2 l/2 
(3.15) (1 c @kgkii~$~( c 1% ) . 
k k 
Here A4 is as in (3.11) and & = 0(1/M) with d from (3.2) and E determined 
from p and from the a of (3.3iii). Using (3.14), (3.15) we see that for f(t) = 
= Ck ck exp [&t] in A0 one has 
; Ick12= ; ckik(f,gk) =<J ; ckgk) 
% iif II Ii ; CkgkII +T”llf I!)( ; lck12)1’2 
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so that, using (3.1 I), 
(3.16) lkll 5 (qd ew [Pa2/Wlfll. 
This estimate gives an extension C:f- c to A by continuity with the same 
bound (3.16), which just gives (3.5). 
The proof is now complete except for verification of (3.15). To see this we 
note that 
II C QkSkl12= C ajak(gj,iTk) 
k i, k 
I(M2/27r) C lUj/ lakl exp [-81~jj-~k11’2] 
i,k 
I(M2/277) SUP { T eXp [ -El/2j-Ak/1’2} c (LZj(’ 
j j 
and we need only estimate SUPj( *a.}. For j>O we have 
F exp [-EJAj-Ak11'2]= exp [-c3Lj’2]+ i exp [-el~j-~kl'"] 
+ t exp [-ElAj+&/1’2] 
and estimate the sums on the right. Noting that (3.2) gives 
,fJj-pk>(j-k)d for jzkz0, 
one has from (3.1) that 
(3.18) 
r(~j-1-rUk-1)22d2(j-k)2, 
(ii) 3Lj+IZk=2X+~~-1+~~_151d2((j- 1)2+(k- 1)2) 
rd2(j+ k-2)2/2. 
Setting r=.?d, one then has 
: 
; exp [...-,~j~~~~~~~/21~1+ i e-rlj-kl+ i e-rti+k-Wfl 
I 
(3.19) s1+2 i e-k’~+e-rC-l)~fi i e-rk”$ 
0 
11+2/(1-e-‘)+ l/(1 -e-‘fi)= :274 
The case j = 0 goes in essentially the same way with a bound [ 1 + 24 1 - e -‘)I I 
~2~ and the case j<O coincides with j>O by symmetry. Thus, 
(3.20) II F akgk/i25M2$$ F Iaj12- 
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Note that (3.11) gives 
M= (2C*/E) exp [@2/&l 
so, as one clearly has 6; = 0( l/r) = O([p--&] -I) and it is the square root 
of this which multiplies in (3.15), using (3.17), one obtains (3.5) with 
cP: =2$C& of the order of (/?-j?*)- 3’2 as asserted. Note that the estimate 
obtained here for c8 in (3.5) depends on the sequence (A,} only through d in 
(3.2) and a in (3.2iii), relating E to /VP*; the remaining dependence on (,I,} is 
through the explicit appearance in (3.5) of A, a from (3.2ii). El 
4. INTERPOLATION 
We consider, now, the construction of the functions (I,v~} of (3.3). As- 
suming (3.1), we note that we may take 
(4.1) I,I-~(z): = yk(--z) for k= 1,2, . . . 
and need verify (3.3) only for k = 1,2, . . . and, somewhat independently, for 
k=O. We first proceed generally, assuming only (3.2) and obtaining (3.3) with 
(Y depending only on d in (3.2) and A depending only on d and on 1. For the 
special case (1.4) it will, however, be possible to do a bit better than is given 
by the general estimate with d = 1. 
We begin with a construction of (I,v~} through infinite products for 
k= 1,2, . . . . set 
(4.2) 
j+k 
From (3.2) we have, forj,k=1,2 ,... 
6) l~k-~jI=l~Uk2-~-~~-~l=Illk-~-~j-1l(/lk-~+,Uj-~) 
(4.3) rI~Uk-l-~jj_,12~d2(k-j)2= :d2m2, 
(ii) ~k+~j+l>~j+l=X+~~~d2j2, 
from which it easily follows that each of the infinite products in (4.2) converges 
uniformly on bounded sets (z E C). Clearly the formula (4.2) gives (3.3i). 
Now, for k= 1,2, . . . set z : = ,Ik + [ and re-write (4.2) as 
(4.4) 
i 
Setting I[( =s2 (.szO), we use (4.3) in (4.4) to obtain 
(4.5) bk(nk+~)l~(l +-s’/A~)~ exp [3 E log (1 +s2/d2m2)], 
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using the same estimate for each of the three products in (4.4) to obtain a result 
independent of k= 1,2, . . . . An integral comparison gives 
i log (1 + a%??) I 5 log (1 + a2/x2)dx. 
I 0 
Integrating by parts and setting x=a tan 0 gives the value an for this integral 
and using this in (4.5) gives 
(4.6) Iw~&+C)l~(l+ l1;1/L)2 ew K371/d)lC11’21 
for [EC. This certainly implies (3.3ii) and, for [ real, is almost (3.3iii). Indeed, 
we can always bound 
(4.7) (1 +s2/Q21AeS (s>O) 
for any E > 0 so we obtain (3.3iii) with a = 3n/d + E and this A. It is not difficult 
to see from (4.7) that A is a non-increasing function of s2x with A = 1 for 
s2xz4 and O([s2Z] -2) near 0. (Note that if Lo=0 were omitted from the 
exponent sequence then the first factor .z/& would not appear in (4.2). In that 
case (4.7) would be replaced by (1+~~/2X):)4Ae-‘~ and one would have 
A = 0(1/X) for small 1 rather than O(l/Z2), as here.) 
To complete the verification of (3.3) we must also construct and estimate v. 
in essentially the same way. Corresponding to (4.2), (4.4) we set 
(4.8) 
so, corresponding to (4.5), 
r / wo(z)l 5 (1 +s4/12) exp [ $ log (1 + s4/d4j4)] 
(4.9) 
5 (1 + s4/Z2) exp [( 7 log (1 + u4)du/u2)s/d]. 
0 
Alternatively, estimating the infinite products in the first line of (4.8) sepa- 
rately, we easily see that the same estimate (4.6) holds also for k= 0, giving 
(3.3iii) with the same constants. 
We see that we have demonstrated the following. 
THEOREM 3. Let {A,} be any exponent sequence of the form 
(0, >I, >(X+pf), . ..} 
as in (3.1), satisfying (3.2). Then the coefficient map 
C=Cc-s,s~:f: = F ck exp [i&t]~c: =(ck) 
is continuous with an estimate 
(4.10) jlCll SC exp [c2pJd2S] 
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for any c>c* : = 3n/2. The coefficient c‘ tin (4.10) depends on (c - c,) and on 
d, X but not otherwise on the sequence (,I,}. This coefficient is uniform in 
d, 1 when these are bounded away from 0 while near 0 one has C = O( 1 /d) and 
C= 0(1/X2) - or 0(1/J) if ,I, = 0 is omitted from the sequence. 
PROOF. The discussion above leading to the estimates (4.6), (4.7), etc., 
together with Theorem 2. R 
REMARK. 1. For the special case pk: = dk as in (1.4) one can use a formula 
for wk in terms of fi sin 7tfi to grind out a slightly better estimate than (4.6): 
essentially one can replace the factor 3n/d in (4.6) by n/d. We will not bother 
to reproduce the derivation of the improved version for the special case but note 
that the crudity of separately estimating the two final products of (4.4), each 
uniformly in k, may mean that a corresponding estimate may be available for 
the general case as well. Taking c* = n (rather than 3n/2) in (4.10) just provides 
the promised estimate (1 S) for d = 1 as in (1.4). 
REMARK 2. The case X=0 is somewhat anomalous as, with our present in- 
dexing, one then has A-r =&=A1 which means, of course, that one no longer 
has three independent coefficients c-r, co, cl. The simplest approach is to 
re-index, setting 
x’: =p+d2 
and 
pi: =(,uj!+1-pf)“2 for k=O,l,.... 
We observe that ,&<,&+r for each k so 
&-,&,=@k+l-pk)’ 
fik+l +pk 
&+/4-l 
>pk+l -Pkzd 
and Theorem 3 again applies to the re-indexed sequence, now with x’ away 
from 0. For the special sequence (1.4) we note that the argument alluded to in 
Remark 1 also works, with trivial modification, to give (4.10) with c* = ?I when 
X=0. Thus we may include “X=0” along with “X bounded away from 0” 
in stating the uniformity of the estimate with respect to classes of exponent 
sequences. 
5. AN APPLICATION 
As noted in the Introduction, the motivation for the investigation reported 
here came from investigation of boundary observability for a vibrating plate or 
cylinder. We sketch the arguments here. 
Let Q. be a bounded region in il? and consider the cylinder (rectangle if 
m=l) $2: =(O,L)xQo in P+‘; denote points of Sz by (x, y) with O<x<L 
and y E Qo. Vibrations of this cylinder (plate) are described by a function 
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u = u(t, X, u) satisfying the linear partial differential equation 
(5.1) ii+d2u=0 on IR. 
Here A is the (m + 1)-dimensional Laplace operator for $2 associated, say, with 
(homogeneous) Neumann conditions so, adjoined to (5.1), we have the 
boundary conditions 
(5.2) i3,u = 0 = &@u) at fX2. 
If [u, a]& . ..) were known, then this determines u for all t through (5.1), 
(5.2). We suppose, on the other hand, that our only possibility of interaction 
is at the boundary, say at the base {O> x G$ where 
ary data 
(5.3) et, u) : = u(t, 0, u) 
for y E Q0 and t in some (short) time interval. We 
we can observe the bound- 
pose the problem: 
(i) Is it possible to determine u (throughout R x52) from this 
observation of F? 
P) 
(ii) If so, is the problem well-posed, i.e., is the map: F-u(t, . ..) 
continuous (using, say, L2-norms) for each t? 
With no loss of generality we can scale so L = 1 and can translate so the time 
interval of observation has the form (- a,@. 
Let ((0,,&):11=0, l,... } be a complete set of eigenpairs for the m-dimen- 
sional Laplacian A0 on Q0 so 
(5.4) -doo,=;2;,o, on Go, a,~,=0 at &Se. 
We note that 
(5.5) o=&<x,r&... 
and that the eigenfunctions {u,} can be taken to be an orthonormal basis for 
L2(i2,,). By separation of variables we obtain the expansion 
(5.6) u(t,x9 A= C ( C cn,kkos knxl exp W-,,ktlMH n n 
for the general solution u of (5. l), (5.2) where 
(5.7) 
i 
An,k: =Xn+z2(k-- 1)2 and 
Ln,-k= -In,k for k=1,2 ,.... 
The observation is now given by 
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In view of the orthonormality of (o,}, one has 
I (ii) llFl12= ; lKl12 
where we are using the L2(( - S,6) x &)-norm for F and the L2( - S, 8)-norm’ 
for f,. From (5.7) we see that /1, : = {& = &k} is Of the form we have con- 
sidered with ,& : = nk (d= n), recalling Remark 2 for n = 0 for which ,i= & = 0. 
Thus, Theorem 3 applies to give 
IId : =( c 
I ’ 
k 
lc,,k12)“2(cep’~llfnll, 
(5.10) 
IlCll: =( Fk IC,,k12)1’2~C~~‘~IIFIl 
with C uniform for all the sequences {/1, : IZ = 0, 1, . . . } considered, in view of 
(5.5), once one has (arbitrarily) chosen /?>/3* (appealing to Remark 1 for the 
right to take c close to 7t rather than to 3n/2). Thus, since lexp [&$]I = 1, 
(5.11) 
l/U& *-))/ =( ,ck ~cn,k~2~/co~ W12)1’2 
< llcll dkB”IIFIl - 
for any t E [R. This provides an affirmative answer to (P) since linearity of (5. l), 
(5.2) ensures 
(5.12) ]lui(f, a.)--~~(& ~~)I~~Cep”~IF,-F21~ 
from (5.11). The estimate (4.10) is here seen to indicate the rate of increase in 
sensitivity (e.g., to noise/error in the observation F) as the interval of obser- 
vation shrinks. 
A similar argument shows that the map: F- ti(t, . .) is correspondingly con- 
tinuous from L2 to Hm2(Q) topologies or from the H’(( - S,S)+L2(Qo)) to 
the L2(f2) topologies. Combining (5.11) with the first of these gives a map: 
F- [u, ti] whose adjoint can be interpreted as solving a boundary control 
problem for (5.1). For further detail, see [5], [lo]. 
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